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download for windows 7. Linux mint 19.3 keyboard.'s girlfriend, a Brit from the park ranger's
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inspired. Life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty and
well preserved body but rather to skid in broadside, thoroughly used up, totally worn out, and
loudly proclaiming, "WOW! What a ride!" Nice one. Both are great paintings, especially
"Bittern on Log" - probably my favourite of the bunch, even though mine is not so well drawn.
I especially like your oil rendering and your use of oil stick. You've definitely found a talent in
your technique that I want to explore myself in my work, which i'm afraid is not really my
prime area of interest at the moment. Great to see such a fine technique being used so well!
Cool stuff! I can really picture the entire scene in my head as I look at the pieces individually.
"Bittern on Log" blew me away. I saw a similar piece in "Art of the Land" years ago and got
the same reaction. It's great. Not sure if it's quite the same as yours (you have so many
elements that I'm not sure of) but it just looks cool. I like the painter
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